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PRONOUNS

GRAMMAR REVISION TEST 1
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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. While ---- life is ever stress free, too much 
stress for too long can have a bad effect 
on your overall health. Especially on your 
stomach.

A)   someone else’s B)   anyone
C)   somebody D)   everyone else
  E)   no one’s

2. We set the standard for quality and purity, 
which enabled ---- to become the leader in the 
petroleum industry. As you see quality wins 
in the end.

A)   we  B)   I
C)   our  D)   mine
  E)   us

3. While working on a project with your 
workmate, you are expected to comment on 
---- contributions without hurting each other.

A)   themselves B)   yours
C)   each other’s D)   yourselves
  E)   one another

4. A co-worker of ---- will leave for Thailand at 
the end of August and there will be a farewell 
party for ---- on the twentieth of August. We 
will be delighted if you join us.

A)   them / his B)   mine / him
C)   our / her  D)   us / them
  E)   my / hers

5. Although I often think of my lonely 
neighbour, I seldom find enough time to visit 
----. Life must be very hard if you are alone.

A)   hers  B)   they
C)   he  D)   her
  E)   his

6. The man who has confidence in ---- gains the 
confidence of ---- and climb the stairs of life 
rapidly.

A)   him / other 
B)   themselves / the other
C)   himself / others
D)   his / the others
E)   them / him

7. Because the victim was hit from behind, he 
was unable to identify ---- attacker. However, 
the camera in the street helped the police to 
find him.

A)   himself  B)   him
C)   their  D)   his
  E)   theirs

8. My sister’s spaghetti sauce was too sweet for 
my taste but ---- in the family thought it was 
delicious. They ate everything up.

A)   anyone’s  B)   no one
C)   someone else’s D)   nobody’s
  E)   everyone else
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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST - 2

9. People who eat lots of plant foods and small 
amounts of high-fat animal products ---- 
lower cancer rates than those who ---- the 
opposite.

A)   had had / are doing
B)   are having / had done
C)   were having / have done
D)   have / do
E)   had been having / have done

10. According to the National Academy of 
Sciences, the Earth’s surface temperature 
---- by about 1 degree Fahrenheit in the past 
century.

A)   rose  B)   was rising
C)   has risen  D)   had risen
  E)   is rising

11. Long ago, people thought that New Zealand 
---- snakes but the latest fossil discovery 
showed that large snakes such as python 
once ---- here.

A)   didn’t have / lived
B)   hadn’t had / live
C)   haven’t had / have lived
D)   didn’t have / are living
E)   hadn’t had / have been living

12. When they ---- one country in the Olympic 
Games, in continental or regional games or 
in world or regional championships, athletes 
may not represent another country.

A)   represented B)   will represent
C)   would represent D)   have represented
  E)   are representing

13. Countries, tribes and cultures that were once 
separated from the world now ---- more and 
more westernised.

A)   had become
B)   used to become
C)   were becoming
D)   had been becoming
E)   are becoming

14. The two countries ---- bitter rivals so far but 
recently their relations ----, partly as both are 
worried by increased co-operation between 
its neighbouring countries.

A)   were / have improved
B)   have been / have been improving
C)   had been / were improving
D)   used to be / used to improve
E)   were / had improved

15. During many years electric toothbrushes 
were not very useful, but as they ---- in the 
last few years, their use has increased and 
today many dentists recommend them.

A)   have been improving
B)   improved
C)   were improving
D)   are improving
E)   had improved

16. Although Native Americans ---- on the 
land for thousands of years, Europeans 
knew nothing of America until 1492, when 
Christopher Columbus discovered the 
continent and called it the New World.

A)   have lived B)   are living
C)   had been living D)   live
  E)   were living
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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST - 4

9. We lost our way in the forest, and what ---- us 
---- hope was that night began to fall. It was 
getting dark and cold.

A)   had / lost  B)   made / to be lost
C)   made / lose D)   got / lost
  E)   had / to lose

10. It is estimated that over 100 million animals 
---- every year in laboratory experiments 
worldwide, with at least 10-11 million animals 
---- in the EU.

A)   have suffered / having used
B)   are suffered / being used
C)   suffer / used
D)   have been suffered / to be used
E)   are suffering / using

11. İstanbul ---- by the Bosphorus, the strait that 
---- the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea.

A)   has divided / has connected
B)   divides / is connecting
C)   has been divided / is connected
D)   is divided / connects
E)   was divided / has been connected

12. All flights ---- because of a terrorist threat, 
so passengers could do nothing but take the 
train to their destinations.

A)   were to have cancelled
B)   would cancel
C)   had cancelled
D)   have been cancelled
E)   cancelled

13. Several royal mummies, which ---- by priests 
of the 21st Dynasty, ---- in the Royal Cache 
tomb.

A)   had been hidden / were discovered
B)   had hidden / have discovered
C)   were hidden / were discovering
D)   would hide / had been discovered
E)   have been hidden / discovered

14. In 44 BC, when Caesar ---- by his senators, 
Cleopatra escaped from Rome and returned 
to Alexandria.

A)   would be assassinate
B)   was assassinated
C)   had assassinated
D)   assassinated
E)   has been assassinated

15. Students remain reluctant ---- time with a 
subject in which they ---- their proficiency. 
They lose their interest and get bored.

A)   being spent / are doubted
B)   to spend / doubt
C)   having been spent / had doubted
D)   to be spent / were doubted
E)   to have spent / have been doubted

16. In Europe, many forests ---- down during the 
Middle Ages ---- by fields which contributed 
the air pollution of the world.

A)   had been cut / to replace
B)   have cut / being replaced
C)   are cut / to have replaced
D)   cut / having been replaced
E)   were cut / to be replaced


